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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing | A Comparison of Data
Matching Techniques and Integration Using Monte Carlo Simulation | Often researchers using non-
quasi-experimental (NQE) study designs face situations where they must conduct comparative
studies between two or more programs or policies to determine outcome effects for informed
policy decisions. Randomized design is the strongest approach, but often in social science and
educational studies, subject matching becomes an alternative study design. This book explores if
different matching methods lead to different conclusions about group mean differences and if such
methods may help reduce or eliminate selection bias under different experimental conditions. The
book further demonstrates how exact and propensity score matching protocols, procedures, and
techniques can be used in the design of causal inference studies in the social sciences and
education research to draw informed conclusions about program or policy outcomes or effects.
This book will be useful to causal inference study designers & analytics; program/project/policy
analysts; social/educational scientists; program evaluation, social sciences, statistics,
epidemiology, public health,and education students including professionals interested in clinical
research, observational and NQE studies. | Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache: english | 284 pp.
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Without doubt, this is actually the very best function by any article writer. it was writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Isobel Heller MD-- Prof. Isobel Heller MD

It in a single of my personal favorite pdf. It really is writter in basic words instead of hard to understand. Your daily life period will be transform as soon as
you complete looking over this pdf.
-- Vena Sauer DDS-- Vena Sauer DDS
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